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paris metro hours maps tickets passes paris by train - below you ll get paris subway maps hours an overview of single tickets day passes navigo week passes zones and learn how to use the paris metro in this first of a series of articles, paris metro 2019 all you need to know before you go - the metro in paris is practical and easy to use once you ve mastered the symbols to indicate transfers and train destinations or directions the parisien metro transport system consist of 14 lines each identicabl, paris m tro wikipedia - the paris m tro short for m tropolitain french m tro de paris is a rapid transit system in the paris metropolitan area france a symbol of the city it is known for its density within the city limits uniform architecture and unique entrances influenced by art nouveau it is mostly underground and 214 kilometres 133 mi long it has 302 stations of which 62 have transfers between lines, the new paris metro map - circular paris if you depict the metro lines and on a geographic map of the city you will see a closed loop that does not represent a perfect circle but on the associative level this loop is easier to remember in the form of a circle usage of circular line pattern is the main principle of the map s design, paris metro map zones tickets and prices for 2019 - paris visite pass allows you to benefit from 100 discount with 13 partners just by presenting your valid title you can book there a paris museum pass and have many discounts get for example 20 discount on entry to the arc de triomphe 20 discount on standard ticket for disneyland paris, paris metro map lines route hours tickets - paris metro system paris metro is a rapid transit system serving the paris metropolitan area and is the second busiest metro system in europe it began operations on 19 th july 1900 and presently has a system length of 214 kilometers and has 16 lines serving 303 stations in terms of density it is also one of the world s densest systems as it has 245 stations within a span of 86 9 km 2, paris metro fares and tickets 2019 europe for visitors - new in 2019 navigo easy in june 2019 the ratp introduced navigo easy a rechargeable stored value plastic card designed for tourists and other non commuters who use the paris m tro system navigo easy will replace the traditional t tickets altogether by 2021 but you can purchase and use it right now